Meet the Presidents!

Six Leaders Present Their Innovative Approaches to Technology Access and Sustainable Development

Institute of Ecolonomics
Dennis Weaver, President

The Institute of Ecolonomics is a non-profit organization dedicated to a sustainable environment and sustainable economy. Recognizing their interdependence, Ecolonomic businesses actually strengthen the economy while honoring and preserving our life-sustaining ecosystem.

ABWI
Fran Close, Chair

ABWI (Alliance of Business Women International) is an organization which is dedicated to building, expanding and maintaining global markets for women and minority owned businesses and small and medium-sized enterprises.

NewDeal, Inc.
Clive Smith, President

NewDeal, Inc. is a software and Internet services company whose mission is to massively broaden computer literacy and Internet access worldwide by enabling advanced computing on older and consumer PCs through smarter software.

Extreme-E
Susan Mandel, Principal

Extreme-E Commerce Development Group, Inc. is a multifaceted Internet and electronic commerce holding company, developing advanced e-commerce solutions with global applicability.

Stirling Energy
David Slawson, President

Stirling Energy Systems (SES) is a solar-electrical power equipment integration company who has teamed up with Boeing, Siemens and the U.S. Department of Energy. Since 1984, the solar “Dish Stirling” has held the world’s efficiency record for generation of grid quality electricity.

Catalyst House
Lynnea Bylund, Founder

Catalyst House is an international strategic advisory and representation teaming consultant. The mission of Catalyst House is to be an extraordinary change and/or acceleration agent for its growing portfolio of sustainable technology clients.

COME VISIT US AT THE ABWI / CATALYST HOUSE HOSPITALITY SUITE

“Technologies for a Sustainable and Equitable Future”
Panel Discussion with Q&A, Grand Hyatt Hotel
Tuesday, October 19, 1999  11AM-12:15PM

On-site cellular contact numbers:  760.612.2510 / 303.517.6051

Sponsored by Catalyst House Companies  •  www.catalysthouse.com